
 

Guide to Systemizing Any Business 
 

Organizational Chart 
To systemize any business, start with the Organizational Chart. Create an Organizational 
Chart that describes what the business will look like when it’s complete (not necessarily 
the way it is now). Be sure to include all departments that will be needed, even if they are 
not needed now. Don’t worry about who fills that role, just define the roles. 
 

Operations Manual 

At the heart of a systems-driven business is your company’s operations manual. The 
operations manual is the authoritative guidebook of how things are done in your business. 
It gives you an effective way of communicating policy and procedures, and gives your 
employees the independence and security they need to operate in their jobs for maximum 
results. 

If you’re like most of us, you probably have a folder filed away at home that’s full of all 
the manuals for the various electronic devices in your household. When you need to 
know how to work your microwave or your television breaks, the first place you go for 
help is that folder. In your business, your operations manual acts in the same way. It 
serves as the single-point reference for all important company information. And when 
used properly, it’s not just a place to go to look for “fixes,” rather it’s the first thing 
employees familiarize themselves with so they know how things work, right from the 
start. 

What’s in an Operations Manual? 

Content will vary from business to business, but the structure of an operations manual is 
universal. It should be comprised of the following areas: 

• Company History, Vision & Organization 
• Products & Services  
• Policies  
• Positional Agreements 
• Systems (Action Plans)  
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Your operations manual should essentially cover two main areas: companywide 
information that every employee in the organization needs to know and position-specific 
information. 

The first three bullets in the list above (Company History, Vision & Organization, 
Products & Services and Policies) make up the portion of the manual that apply to 
everyone in the organization. They help people understand the “whole picture” including 
the organizational structure of the company, what you offer to your customers or clients 
and the general policies under which you operate. 

The last two bullets (Position Statements and Systems) contain information specific to an 
individual position. Obviously, the accountabilities of a CFO are different than that of a 
lab technician, so you’ll want to create operations manual for each position. Ultimately, 
you’ll have a manual for every position in your organization. 

Getting Started 

Begin by gathering and/or defining companywide information first. While the 
documentation of your company’s day-to-day operational systems, policies and 
definitions is no small feat, it’s absolutely critical and serves as the foundation for every 
manual you’ll create. 

Next, document all the individual systems necessary. See the list of possible systems at 
the end of this document for some ideas where to start. 

Often one of the more challenging components of an operations manual is defining tasks 
and accountabilities to specific job positions. We call this a Positional Agreement. 

Start by listing all positions in your organization, and create a paper file location and a 
digital file location to store all documents pertinent to that job position. Once this 
document inventory has been established, you will be able to identify information gaps, 
and determine what materials still need to be developed. 

These individual Positional Agreements will describe where employees fit into the 
organization, for which systems they'll be held accountable, a list of work tasks that must 
be completed, the standards to which the work must comply, and what results employees 
will be expected to produce. The Positional Agreement provides you with a document 
that clearly defines accountabilities and empowers your employee to meet your 
expectations. 

Updates and Distribution 
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Remember that change is inevitable and your manuals must get regular attention. 
Schedule regular update sessions and make a plan for distribution. Annual or bi-annual 
review sessions should be scheduled to ensure that elements of the operations manual are 
kept up-to-date. At these sessions, gather managers and administrative support members 
to do a quick review of the manual’s contents, make updates, add new material, remove 
out-dated content and redistribute the document.  
 
A well-constructed, relevant operations manual becomes a company resource of key 
importance. 

Keep in mind that your operations manuals can be physical binders and/or electronic 
files. Whatever format suits your business best is the right way for you. Just be sure that 
you have back ups stored in a safe place. 

Operations manuals sound like a good idea; they’re certainly an organized approach to 
conducting business, to creating a great system. But will people use them? Will they have 
any real value for your business? Are they worth the time and effort it will take for you to 
build and implement them? 

Look at it this way. Your business may run reasonably well without operations manuals, 
but aren’t you aiming for something more? Aren’t you building a business that works—
really works—without your having to run the whole show all the time? If you want your 
business to have true value to a potential buyer or successor, don’t you think having a 
clearly-defined systems-based way of doing business will give you a leg up? 

Systems You May Need 
Daily Office Operations Systems: 
_ Answering the telephone and 1-800 line system 
_ Receiving and opening the mail 
_ Purchasing and maintaining office supplies and equipment 
_ Faxing and e-mailing 
_ Dealing with incoming/outgoing delivery needs 
_ Backing up and archiving data 
 
Product Development Systems 
_ Developing product and protecting it legally 
_ Developing packaging and collateral material (e.g., catalogs, etc.) 
_ Developing manufacturing method and process 
_ Developing manufacturing costing and bidding process 
 
Manufacturing and Inventory Systems 
_ Selecting vendors 
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_ Determining product or service warranties offered 
_ Establishing product or service pricing (retail and wholesale) 
_ Establishing reorder process for inventory production 
_ Receiving and storing product as inventory 
_ Reconciling physical inventory with accounting records 
 
Order Processing Systems 
_ Taking orders and recording the orders – by mail, fax, phone, or online 
_ Fulfilling and packaging the orders 
_ Sending the orders 
 
Billing and Accounts Receivable Systems 
_ Billing customers for the orders 
_ Receiving payments for the orders and crediting customers for payment (whether 
   cash, check, or credit card) 
_ Starting the collection process for delinquent receivables 
 
Customer Service Systems 
_ Returns procedure for inventory receiving and customer payment return 
_ Responding to customer complaints 
_ Replacing defective product or performing other warranty service 
Accounts Payable Systems 
_ Purchasing procedures and approvals required 
_ Payment process for supplies and inventor 
_ Petty cash 
 
Marketing Systems 
_ Creating an overall marketing plan 
_ Designing and producing promotional materials 
_ Developing general leads and prospects 
_ Creating an advertising plan 
_ Creating public relations plan 
_ Creating a direct mail plan 
_ Developing and maintaining a database 
_ Developing and maintaining a website 
_ Analyzing and tracking sales statistics 
 
Human Resources Systems 
_ Hiring procedures and employee agreements 
_ Training employees 
_ Payroll process and benefit plans 
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General Accounting Systems 
_ Managing the accounting process with daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and 
   annual reports 
_ Managing cash with future borrowing needs secured and available 
_ Budgeting and forecasting 
_ Reporting payroll taxes and withholding payments 
 
General Corporate Systems 
_ Negotiating, drafting, and executing contracts 
_ Developing and protecting intellectual property 
_ Managing insurance needs and coverage 
_ Reporting and paying federal and provincial taxes 
_ Planning for federal and state taxes 
_ Managing and storing records 
_ Maintaining investor/shareholder relations 
_ Ensuring legal security 
_ Planning and managing growth 
 
Physical Space Management Systems 
_ Maintaining and designing telephone and electrical systems 
_ Planning permits and fees 
_ Licensing 
_ Ensuring physical security 
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